Hollywood United Neighborhood Council

Minutes of November 16, 2009

Called to order: Present – Susan Swan, Charles Suhayda, Susan Polifronio, Bechir Blagui, Maurece Chesse, Debbie Aldahl, Scott Larson, Jamie Rosenthal, Don Paul, Margaret Marmolejo, Erik Sanjurjo

Stella Yun gave a breakdown on 2010 Neighborhood Council elections.

Nathan from Hollywood Walks on the monthly schedule. A motion for up to $500 for walk support on an “As Needed” basis.

Motion by: Erik Sanjurjo
Second: Maurece Chesse
Unanimous Agreement

Public Comment – Lucy commented on dog parks on Franklin Ave and Argyle.

Erik Sanjurjo asked if we were going to get crime reports from L.A.P.D. The reports have dropped since the new captain and management came on duty.

Mike Feuer came in and visited the meeting. He addressed many legislative issues currently in Sacramento. There were a lot of questions, and lots of answers.

September minutes were read and put into vote for approval.

Motion by: Scott Larson
Second: Susan Polifronio
Unanimous Agreement

October minutes were read and put into vote for approval.

Motion by: Don Paul
Second: Susan Polifronio
Unanimous Agreement

There was an update on the progress of the Hollywood Central Park. Things are moving on smoothly.

Committee reports were addressed.
$300 was proposed for the meeting room at the Seventh Day Adventist Church.

Motion: Susan Swan
Second: Susan Polifronio
Unanimous Agreement

$7,500 was proposed for completion of obligations at First Presbyterian Church.

Motion: Susan Swan
Second: Susan Polifronio
Unanimous Agreement

$450 was proposed for the January workshop and $200 for the January meeting

Motion: Susan Swan
Second: Don Paul
Unanimous Agreement

There was an update on outreach activities for the holidays.

No more old issues.

No new issues.

Meeting was adjourned.